
Deadly, but someone

TOP SECRET: Chemicals used to make weapons were stored at the 88 Mile camp during WWII

‘MUSTARD GAS MAN’: Frank Sutton at the 88 Mile chemical weapons
storage facility in the Northern Territory during World War II

DEADLY DRUMS: The NT was home to one of two northern
chemical dumps, with the other being in Queensland

‘It was top secret — no

one was to know of its

existence and 65 years

later few still do

’

T
HE yellow peril had
mercilessly struck
Darwin in February
1942 and killed over 250

with conventional weapons.
But as the Japanese forces
surged rapidly southwards they
carried a dark secret.

They possessed chemical
weapons and a willingness to use
them. Australian intelligence
knew the Japanese had recently
used chemical weapons on the
hapless Chinese in Manchuria.

What’s more, samples of these
agents had been captured in
Papua New Guinea and brought
back to Melbourne for analysis.

Immediately after the bombing,
Australia requested a retaliatory
stock of chemical weapons from
the United Kingdom.

It was an insurance policy — if
the Japanese used them in their
war against Australia, we would
use them in like kind — ‘An eye
for an eye, a tooth for a tooth.’

The toxic agents arrived in
Sydney and Melbourne from May

1942 onwards and were stored in a
number of tunnels to the west and
south of Sydney.

But as the war progressed and
the Japanese moved deeper into
Papua New Guinea, there was a
problem. As the retaliatory strike
would be delivered by the Air
Force, the time it would take to
dump the mustard on the enemy
would be too long.

So it had to be moved closer to
Papua New Guinea.

In 1944, the Royal Australian
Air Force made the decision to
open two northern chemical
dumps, one in Queensland and
the other in the Northern
Territory. The one near Darwin
was simply called 88 Mile.

It was selected on August 3,
1943 and, as its name suggests,
was 88 miles south of Darwin.

Les Johnson, one of the
Mustard Gas Men, the bomb
handlers, recalled arriving there.

'We were not told anything
about going to 88 Mile; we were
given embarkation leave, and we
realised we were on the move.

‘‘There was nothing there,
not a thing.'

To make it habitable tents were
erected for the sleeping quarters
and later the Civil Construction
Corp erected buildings for the
mustard gas bombs, spray tanks
and phosgene bombs.

Surrounded by bush it was in
the middle of nowhere, and for
good reason.

It was top secret — no one was
to know of its existence and, 65
years later, few still do. It was so
well-hidden it was under Japan’s
nose the whole time, as Les
remembers. ‘‘They used to fly
over us and go and bomb hell out
of the Yanks at Fenton Airfield,
because that was worth hitting,
but they never touched us'.

But it wasn’t until March 1944

that the initial shipment of 695

tons of the lethal war gases
arrived. They could only come
from Sydney to Darwin by ship.

Les recalls the journey on the
tramp steamer: ‘‘Just north of
Newcastle, one of the crew said he
sighted a sub following us.

‘‘And they alarmed us and told
us not to go below decks, and stay
up on deck, and we did. I became
violently seasick — this great
fear, that’s all it was, fear.’’

The material was then
transported from Darwin Wharf
to 88 Mile by army trucks.

Mustard gas is actually a
liquid, but it releases a gas which
is just as deadly.

Bill Boyd, another of the 88
Mile Mustard Gas Men, recalls
that ‘‘nothing else looked like it’’.

‘‘Some people said it looked like
oil, but it didn’t, there was just
something different about it,’’
he said.

Chemical Weapons and the Northern Territory — the 88
Mile Mustard Gas Depot. GEOFF PLUNKETT reports on
the Northern Territory’s chemical weapons secret.
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had to do the job

GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN: The remains of 88 Mile Camp in the Northern Territory

COMRADES IN ARMS: Bert Ward, Wally Garradd, Ossie King, Ron Campbell, Alan Paine, Tich
Hudson, Bill Delahunty, Ray Hill, Joe Betts, Bill Boyd and Rodney Hill line up at the mess hut at the
88 Mile chemical weapons storage camp

‘You felt it, you felt it on

your body, you felt it

everywhere. And you

smelled it and you lived

with it

’

CONTINUED: PAGE 32

‘‘And it wasn’t so much the
mustard gas as the permeation.

‘‘You felt it, you felt it on your
body, you felt it everywhere.

‘‘And you smelled it and you
lived with it ... we were taught it
was the enemy — you watched it
very, very carefully.’’

A daily task was to drag the
mustard gas drums and bombs
out of their storage sheds to
release the gas pressure which
constantly built up.

And this was the most
dangerous job imaginable.

The gas suits issued were
designed for the cooler climate
in the UK.

Due to the heat, they were
impossible to use in Sydney and
weren’t even considered in the
tropical north.

At most, the men could wear a
gas mask for a limited time.
Otherwise they were exposed
daily to the mustard vapour
which, being water soluble,
attacked the whole sweating
body. A carcinogen, it penetrated
the skin in under two minutes.

And the consequences have
remained with the men all their
lives — rashes, cancers and
respiratory disorders.

Bill Boyd developed asthma and
allergies after working with

mustard gas. He had to move from
Melbourne to northern NSW.

‘‘When I got home, everything
was good for about 12 months and
then I got my first asthma
attack,’’ he said.

‘‘I thought I was going to die; it
frightened the hell out of me.

‘‘And from then onwards it got
worse and worse and worse.’’

But outside of maintaining the
bombs, what was there to do in an
isolated, top-secret facility?

With a lack of facilities the men
needed to improvise and they did
so with stealth and subterfuge.

To overcome a lack of lighting
Les, an electrician, recalls ‘‘we
‘found’ a Howard Roadie
cultivator next to a siding and
‘borrowed’ it.

‘‘I hooked it up to a generator.
But we didn’t have any insulators
so we improvised these with
broken beer bottles and strung
them in the trees.’’

There was crocodile shooting,
swimming in the river and
drinking, but not much else.

The Commanding Officer was
Flight Lieutenant Jeffers who is
remembered as ‘‘a real old
gentleman’’. An ex-bullock
drover, he treated the men like
his son — perhaps because his
son had been killed on his first
parachute jump.

The unit created its own
newspaper with the first issue of
The 88 Mile Astonisher being
published on 15 August, 1944. It
contained entertainment
information on the site.

Two of the men decided they
wanted out of the business. They
did so in a most extreme way by
dipping their forearms in a drum
of mustard gas.

The blisters and burns were
horrendous and the men
disappeared from the unit soon
after. Bunny Bruce, the only
surviving member of the 88 Mile
depot, was disgusted.

‘‘I took a picture of them with
the burns, but later threw it
away. They never should have
done it. It was wrong.’’

Thankfully, the weapons were
never used and, at the end of the
war, needed destroying.
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88Mile gas bombs all

WAR-TIME WORKSHOP: Vehicles at the chemical storage facility at 88 Mile

HOPEFUL: Bill Lewis in the
protective suits worn to protect
soldiers from chemicals

ABOVE AND BELOW: Images from the 88 Mile camp

FROM: PAGE 31

‘The face piece on my

respirator lifted and I got

a good whiff of the

phosgene ... It was as if

somebody had put a rope

round your throat and

just cut your breath

’
At the beginning of 1946, all the
stocks from 88 Mile, 2000 tons of
gas bombs (mustard and
phosgene) were taken to nearby
Fenton Airfield and destroyed.

Bill Boyd recalls the burning of
the mustard gas.

‘‘The bombs went by the
truckload up to Fenton Air Strip.
And we stacked it all.

‘‘We left a few bungs on the
drums just for devilment, of
course, being typical males. The
explosion was unbelievable —
she went off like a spaceship.’’

Ray Minahan helped destroy
the bombs filled with a lethal
choking agent, phosgene.

‘‘You were given a rifle and you

had to unload the bombs and
stand them up and fire a bullet
into the bomb.

‘‘You knew if you hit all right,
because the moment the bullet
pierced the phosgene, being a
liquid that vaporised, this jet
stream cum-a-cloud would come
pouring out of the bomb.’’

Ray was exposed to the gas.

‘‘I just turned round, to look
back to talk to somebody and the
face piece on my respirator lifted
and I got a good whiff of the
phosgene and I immediately
dropped everything and slapped
my hand and huffed and puffed
for a while. It was as if somebody
had put a rope round your throat
and just cut your breath.’’

What is the legacy? The
Northern Territory can lay claim
to the strangest mustard gas
death since its introduction in
World War I.

Twenty years after the end of
World War II, Nandor Somogyi
covered himself in mustard gas in
the mistaken belief the ‘‘garlicky
smelling substance’’ could cure
his rheumatism.



destroyed

STRANGE LEGACY: Some old chemical drums remain at 88 Mile

READY FOR RETRIBUTION:Men load chemicals at 88 Mile camp

He lingered for two weeks but
died a very painful death in
Darwin hospital.

We know the mustard gas
training bomb he found did not
come from 88 Mile but more of
this in a forthcoming article.

An article by Matt
Cunningham in the Northern
Territory News last year on
the release of the book Chemical
Warfare in Australia inspired
an intrepid local historian to
make several 400km return trips
to 88 mile.

He found some remnants — a
heavy roller, rusted steel drums
and several concrete foundations
with names and service numbers
imprinted on them.

These included those of Bill
Boyd and Bunny Bruce.

Bunny fondly remembers the
social activities and camaraderie
but remains unhappy of his role.

‘‘We wanted to be air gunners,
armourers, not gas men.’’

We can be thankful the
Japanese never used chemical
weapons in Australia.

If they had, Australia
considered itself prepared. With
88 Mile to provide retribution.
Australia was at the forefront of
the Chemical Weapons
Convention which bans these
weapons of mass destruction.
n FOR more information, visit
http://www.mustardgas.org
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